CMS SPA

On occasion of the 25th edition of XYLEXPO, the Biennial world exhibition for woodworking technology and
components for the furniture industry, C.M.S. SpA will attend the show inside the area of its parent
company SCM Group with three innovative machines, differing in their features, one branded CMS Wood
and two branded CMS Balestrini.
First among these novelties is the exclusive compact and functional system MONOFAST, designed for the
automated manufacturing of complex parts: a winning solution concentrated into a very small space.
Originally designed for eyewear machining, it is also employed nowadays for the processing of gunstocks,
rifles, carved parts and other small-sized objects.
POWER, the 5-axis gantry CNC machining centre, characterized by high operating flexibility, compact
dimensions and ease of bench handiness during machining change set-up, is the ideal machinery for solid
wood working. During the simulation at the exhibition, the machining centre will be shown while processing
chair frames and other specific elements.
The great novelty introduced in this edition of this trade fair by C.M.S. is the new CUBE, an innovative
machine equipped with two heads and operating like two 5-axis machining centres. A machine and a robot
at the same time which, thanks to the geometry and the independent strokes, enables the two operating
units to work simultaneously, thus reducing the workpiece machining time noticeably.
The machines displayed at the exhibition are just some of the high-tech C.M.S. models belonging to the
wide range of CNC machining centres and especially designed for woodworking purposes.
C.M.S. is today a valuable worldwide reference point in the woodworking industry, owing to the quality of
products and services and thanks to the know-how developed over 40 years of experience in the world of
special-purpose machinery, the ingenuity in applied research and the special production targeted on the
customers' specific needs.
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